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Abstract
By using logarithmic transformations and stochastic analysis, an explicit lower bound of
Dirichlet heat kernels is obtained, which can be sharp for both short time and long time. Next,
a two-side comparison theorem is presented for Dirichlet heat kernels and some closed ones,
from which we derive the Bismut’s type derivative formula for Dirichlet heat kernels. More-
over, the Li{Yau’s type Harnack inequality is established for Dirichlet heat semigroups. Finally,
the integration estimate of Dirichlet heat kernels is also studied. c© 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let M be a connected Riemannian manifold of dimensional d. Let DM be a
bounded open regular domain. Consider L= 12( + Z) for some C
1-vector eld Z .
Denote by pDt (x; y) the Dirichlet heat kernel of L on D, namely, the fundamental
solution to the following heat equation:
@
@t
u(x; t)=Lu(x; t); uj@D=0: (1.1)
On the other hand, pDt (x; y) can also be characterized as the transition density (with
respect to the Riemannian volume element) of the L-diusion process killed on @D.
When Z =rV for some V 2C1( D); L is essentially self-adjoint under the inner
product
hf; gi=
Z
D
fgeVdx; f; g2L2(D; eVdx)
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with Dirichlet boundary conditions (see Wang, 1995). By spectral theory we have
pDt (x; y)= e
V (y)
1X
i=0
i(x)i(y)e−it ; x; y2D; t>0; (1.2)
where 0<0<1626    are the Dirichlet eigenvalues of L on D, with i their
standard eigenfunctions so that
R
D 
2
i e
Vdx=1. From (1.2) we obtain the long-time
behaviour of pDt :
pDt (x; y) eV (y)0(x)0(y)e−0t ; x; y2D: (1.3)
In general, let xt be the L-diusion process with  its exit time from D, we have
Exf(xt)1ft<g=
Z
D
pDt (x; y)f(y) dy :=P
D
t f(x) (1.4)
for f2C( D). We call PDt the Dirichlet heat semigroup of L on D. ThenZ
D
pDt (x; y) dy=P
x(t<); Ex=
Z 1
0
dt
Z
D
pDt (x; y) dy (1.5)
and
pDt (x; y)6p
D′
t (x; y)6pt(x; y); x; y2DD0; (1.6)
where pt(x; y)=pMt (x; y).
Note that 1ft<g goes to 1 as t! 0, it should be reasonable that the short-time
behaviour of pDt is the same as that of pt . As it was shown in Berg et al. (1971),
when Z =0 one has
pt(x; y) t−d=2 e−2(x; y)=2t (1.7)
for short time and small (x; y), where  is the Riemannian distance.
The closed heat kernel pt has been studied by many authors and there are already a
lot of results in the literature, see Wang (1996a, b) and references therein. But as far as
we know, there are rarely any explicit estimates of Dirichlet heat kernels. The purpose
of this paper is to study various estimates of pDt by using some eective methods in
the literature of closed heat kernels.
For the explicit lower bound of pDt , we adopt the logarithmic transformations mod-
ied from Fleming (1982) and Sheu (1991). This method has been used recently in
Wang (1996a, b) to obtain sharp explicit lower bound of closed heat kernels. As we
will see in the next section, the resulting lower bound for pDt can be sharp for both
short time and long time.
Since D is bounded, the lifetime of the L-diusion in D is nite. This makes the
main diculty when we try to study pDt by using diusion process. So, it should be
valuable to establish a relationship between Dirichlet heat kernels and some closed
ones, so that we need only to study the latter. To this end, a two-side compari-
son is presented in Section 3 by using logarithmic transformations. And, based on
this comparison theorem together with the idea of Elworthy and Li (1994) and Thal-
maier (1996), Section 4 derives the Bismut’s-type derivative formula for Dirichlet heat
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kernels. Moreover, following the method of Li and Yau (1986) and Davies (1989),
the Li{Yau’s-type Harnack inequality is established for Dirichlet heat semigroups in
Section 5. Finally, the integration estimate of Dirichlet heat kernels is studied in
Section 6.
2. Explicit lower bound estimate
Suppose that Ric>−k(d−1) and jZ j6b in D for some k; b>0. Take 2C 2( D) with
>0 in D, j@D=0, inf @Djrj>0 and L>− for some >0. For any y2D, let
(y)= sup
D
hry;r logi; y()= (; y):
When D is convex, we have hry; N i<0 for N the inward unit normal vector eld
of @D. Note that r=jrj=N on @D, then hry;r logi(x)<0 for x2D close to
@D. Hence, (y) is nite for each y2D. Especially, if  is log-concave, namely,
Hesslog 60 (it is the case when =0 for M =Rd or Sd and Z =0, see [4] and
[13]), we have
hry;r logi(x)= hU0;r log(y)i+
Z y(x)
0
Hesslog (Us; Us) ds
6jr log(y)j; (2.1)
where U is the unit tangent vector eld along the minimal geodesic from y to x.
Therefore, (y)6jr log(y)j.
Now, we are ready to state the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that D is convex and  is as in above. Let (y)=
p
k(d −
1) + b+ 2(y). For any t; >0 and x; y2D, we have
pDt (x; y)>
(x)e−t
(y)(2t)d=2
 exp

−

1
2t
+

3
p
t

2(x; y)− 
2(y)
8
t −

2(y)
4
+
2d
3
p
t

:
Remark. (1) For the case that D is not convex, if x; y2D0D for some convex
domain D0, there holds pDt (x; y)>p
D′
t (x; y). We can then obtain a lower bound of
pDt (x; y) by applying Theorem 2.1 to p
D′
t (x; y).
(2) Take =
p
t, then the lower bound given above is sharp for short time by (1.6)
and (1.7). To see it may also be sharp for long time, take M =Rd; D=B(0; R) and
Z =0. Take =0, then r(0)= 0 and hence (0)= 0 by (2.1). Now, Theorem 2.1
gives
pDt (x; 0)=p
D
t (0; x)>
(x)
(0)
(2t)−d=2 e−0t−jxj
2=2t ; x2D; t>0;
which is sharp for both short time and long time.
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Before proving this theorem, we would like to write a little on the choice of .
When Z =rV , a very natural choice is 0. For general Z , suppose, for example,
D=B(o; R)M for some o2M and R>0. Let (x)= (x; o). By Laplacian compar-
ison theorem (see Chavel, 1984),
L(x)6 12 (
p
k(d− 1)coth[
p
k(x)] + b): (2.2)
Take
L= 1
2
d2
dr2
+
1
2
f
p
k(d− 1)coth[
p
kr] + bg d
dr
; r 2 [0; R]:
Let f>0 be the rst mixed eigenfunction of L on (0; R) with Dirichlet condition
at R and Neumann condition at 0, then f0<0 on (0; R]. Now, one may choose
(x)=f((x)) so that L>− for  the rst mixed eigenvalue.
Of course, one may make other concrete choices of  basing on (2.2). For instance,
take (x)= e−c
2(x)− e−cR2 for c>(1=(2R2))fpk(d− 1)R coth[pkR]+ bR+1g. Then,
by (2.2),
L>f−c(
p
k(d− 1) coth[k] + b+ 1) + 2c22ge−c2
>−2c2(R2 − 2)e−c2>−2c ecR2:
Now, we return to prove Theorem 2.1. We rst introduce the logarithmic transfor-
mations. Let  be as in above and x y2D. Take
F(x)=C−1 e
−2y (x)=2; >0; x2D; (2.3)
where C=
R
D e
−2y (x)=2 dx. Then F(x) dx! y weakly as ! 0. Next, dene
Ft (x)=
−1(x)PDt (F
)(x)=−1(x)
Z
D
pDt (x; z)(z)F
(z) dz:
Let J t (x)=− logFt (x), then
lim
!0
J t−(x)= log
(x)
(y)
− logpDt (x; y); t>0; x2D: (2.4)
It is easy to check that
@
@t
J t (x) = LJ

t (x)− L log(x)− 12 jr(J t − log)j2(x)
6 + LJ t (x)− 12 jrJ t (x)j2 + hr log;rJ t i(x)
= + inf
U2TxM
f 12 (+ Z + 2U + 2r log)J t (x) + 12 jU j2g; (2.5)
where the inf can be attained at U =−rJ t .
For xed T>0, dene
FT =
(
U 2C([0; T )D; TD): sup
[0; T−]D
jU j<1 for any 2 (0; T )
)
:
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Let t(t 2 [0; T )) solve the following SDE:
dt =t  dBt + (12Z + U (t; ) +r log)(t) dt
dt =Ht  dt ; 0 = x; 0 2Ox(M); (2.6)
where Bt is a Brownian motion on Rd, H is the horizontal lift and Ox(M) denotes the
set of orthonormal frames at x.
Lemma 2.2. Let S = infft 2 [0; T ]: t 2Dg; we have S = T a.s. for 0 2D.
Proof. Let Sn= infft 2 [0; T ]: (t)6n−1g; n>1. For any 2 (0; T ), let c=supfjU (t,
x)j: x2D; t6T − g. Note that inf @D jrj>0, we have
1
2 (+ Z + 2U + 2r log)(− log)6− 12 jr logj2 + cjr logj6C
on [0; T − ]D for some constant C>0. Then, by Ito^’s formula,
Ex[− log((T−)^Sn)]6−log(x) + (T − )C:
But
Ex[− log((T−)^Sn)]>0^ infD f− logg+ (log n)P
x(Sn6T − );
we obtain
P x(S6T − )= lim
n!1P
x(Sn6T − )= 0:
This proves the lemma since  is arbitrary.
Lemma 2.3. For any 2 (0; T ); we have
J T−(x)6(T − ) + infU2FT E
x

1
2
Z T−
0
jU (t; t)j2 dt + J 0 (T−)

: (2.7)
Proof. By Ito^’s formula and (2.5), we have
J T−(x) =E
xJ (T−−Sn)+((T−)^Sn)− Ex
Z (T−)^Sn
0
dJ T−t−(t)
=ExJ (T−−Sn)+((T−)^Sn)− Ex
Z (T−)^Sn
0

@
@t
J T−t−

(t) dt
− 1
2
Ex
Z (T−)^Sn
0
(+ Z + 2U (t; ) + 2r log)J T−t−(t) dt
6ExJ (T−−Sn)+((T−)^Sn) + (T − ) +
1
2
Ex
Z T−
0
jU (t; t)j2 dt:
The proof then is completed by letting n!1.
Finally, by Bishop’s comparison theorem (see Chavel, 1984),
dz6k−(d−1)=2 sinhd−1(
p
kr) dr d
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for z=exp[r]2Dncut(y), where r>0 and 2TyM with jj=1 such that esj[0; r] is
the minimal geodesic from y to z. Here, we need the convexity of D so that the
minimal geodesic is contained in D. Since the volume of cut(y) is zero,
C =
Z
D
e−
2
y (z)=2 dz=
Z
Dncut(y)
e−
2
y (z)=2 dz
6jSd−1j
Z 1
0
e−r
2=2k−(d−1)=2 sinhd−1(
p
kr) dr;
where jSd−1j is the (d − 1)-volume of the unit sphere in Rd. Note that sinh r6rer
for r>0, then
C6jSd−1je(d−1)2k=4l
Z 1
0
e(l−1=2)r
2
rd−1 dr=e(d−1)
2k=4l

2
1− 2l
d=2
; l<1=2:
Therefore,
J 0 (x)6
d
2
log
2
1− 2l +
k(d− 1)2
4l
+
2y (x)
2
; l<1=2; x2D: (2.8)
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Simply denote = (y). Take U (t; x)= 0 for x2 cut(y)\D
and
U (t; x)=− r
2
y (x)
2(T − t) −
1
2
ry(x); t 2 [0; T ); x2Dncut(y):
We use the trick of Cranston (1991) to treat cut(y) and then obtain the following
formula as in Kendall (1987):
d2y (t) = hr2y (t); t dBti+ 12(+ Z + 2U (t; ) + 2r log)2y (t) dt − dLt;
(2.9)
where Lt is an increasing process with support contained in ft>0: t 2 cut(y)g, and
when t 2 cut(y), the rst two terms in the right-hand side of (2.9) are taken to be
zero, see Kendall (1987). By Laplacian comparison theorem, we have
1
2
(+ Z + 2U (t; ) + 2r log)2y (x)6d−
22y (x)
T − t : (2.10)
By combining (2.9) with (2.10), we obtain (see Wang, 1996a, b)
Ex2y(t)6
(T − t)2
T 2
2y(x) +
t(T − t)d
T
; t<T: (2.11)
Note that
ExjU (t; t)j2 6 Ex

y(t)
T − t +

2
2
6
1 + 
p
T − t
(T − t)2 E
x2y(t)+
2
4

1 +
1

p
T − t

;
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(2.11) yields
Z T−
0
ExjU (t; t)j2 dt6

1
T
+
2
3
p
T

2y(x) +
2
4

T +
2

p
T

+d


T
− 1 + log T

+
4
3

p
T

: (2.12)
Next, it follows from (2.8) and (2.11),
ExJ 0 (T−)6
d
2
log
2
1− 2l +
k(d− 1)2
4l
+
2y(x)
2T 2
+
d
2
: (2.13)
By (2.4), Lemma 2.3, (2.12) and (2.13), we obtain
− logpDt (x; y) = log
(y)
(x)
+ lim
!0
J T−(x)
6 log
(y)
(x)
+
d
2
log(2T ) +
k(d− 1)2
4l
+
1
2

1
T
+
2
3
p
T

2y(x)
+
2d
3
p
T +
2
8

T +
2

p
T

+ T; l>0; >0:
By letting l!1, we complete the proof.
3. A comparison theorem
Let  be as in Section 2 and denote L= L+r log. From the proof of Lemma 2.2
we see that the L-diusion process is conservative in D. Denote by p

t (x; y) the
transition probability density (with respect to Riemannian volume element) of this
process. The main purpose of the present section is to compare pDt with p

t . This will
be useful in the study of derivative formulae for Dirichlet heat semigroups, see the
next section.
First of all, recall that when Z =rV , we have
pDt (x; y)= e
V (y)
1X
i=0
i(x)i(y)e−it ; x; y2D:
Take =0(>0), it is easy to see that i−0 is an eigenvalue of L with eigenfunction
i=0 2C1( D), see Singer et al. (1985). On the other hand, if  is an eigenvalue of
L with eigenfunction u, then +0 is an Dirichlet eigenvalue of L with eigenfunction
u0. Note that the reversible measure for L is eV2 dx, therefore, intuitively,
pt (x; y) = e
V (y)20(y)
1X
i=0
i(x)i(y)
0(x)0(y)
e−(i−0)t
= eV (y)
e0t0(y)
0(x)
1X
i=0
i(x)i(y)e−it ; x; y2D:
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This implies
pDt (x; y)=
0(x)
0(y)
e−0 tp0t (x; y): (3.1)
The main result of this section is an extension of (3.1).
Theorem 3.1. Let  be as in Section 2.
(1) If L>−, then pDt (x; y)>
(x)
(y)
e−tpt (x; y).
(2) If L6− , then pDt (x; y)6
(x)
(y)
e− tpt (x; y).
Proof. (1) Suppose that L>−. Let
Ft (x)=P

t F
(x) :=
Z
D
pt (x; z)F
(z) dz
and let J t =− log Ft . We have
lim
!0
J

t−(x)=−logpt (x; y); t>0; x2D: (3.2)
Next, take
U (t; x)=−r J T−t−(x); t 2 [0; T − ); x2D:
We obtain
@
@t
J

T−t−=− 12 (+ Z + 2U (t; ) + 2r log) J

T−t− − 12 jU (t; )j2: (3.3)
Let t be dened by (2.6), from (3.3) and the proof of Lemma 2.3, it follows
J T−(x)=E
x

1
2
Z T−
0
jU (t; t)j2 dt + J 0(T−)

: (3.4)
Note that J 0 = J

0 , by (3.4) and Lemma 2.3,
J T−(x)6(T − ) + J T−(x): (3.5)
Now, the rst assertion follows by letting ! 0.
(2) Suppose that L6− . Let J t be as in above but take
U (t; )=−rJ T−t−; t 2 [0; T − ):
For t<T −  we have
@
@t
J T−t−(x)
6− − 12 (+ Z + 2U (t; ) + 2r log)J T−t−(x)− 12 jU (t; x)j2: (3.6)
Hence, by Ito^’s formula (cf. the proof of Lemma 2.3),
J T−(x)> (T − ) + Ex

1
2
Z T−
0
jU (t; t)j2 dt + J 0 (T−)

: (3.7)
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On the other hand, we have
@
@t
J T−t−(x)>−
1
2
(+ Z + 2U (t; ) + 2r log) J T−t−(x)−
1
2
jU (t; x)j2:
Therefore, by the proof of Lemma 2.3,
J

T−(x)6E
x

1
2
Z T−
0
jU (t; t)j2 dt + J 0(T−)

:
Recall that J 0 = J

0 , by this and (3.7) we obtain
J T−> (T − ) + J T−
and then nish the proof by letting ! 0.
Remark. When D is convex, an explicit lower bound was presented by Wang (1996a, b)
Theorem 5.1 for pt which depends only on t;  and the diameter of D, this estimate is
nontrivial as t!1. Hence, when Z =rV , Theorem 3.1 provides sharp estimate for
long time behaviour by taking =0.
4. Derivative formulae and gradient estimates of Dirichlet heat semigroups
In the past a few years, the gradient estimates of closed (or Neumann) heat semi-
groups have been studied by using probabilistic approaches. For instance, the coupling
methods (Wang, 1997, and references therein) and Bismut’s-type derivative formula
(Bismut 1984; Elworthy and Li, 1994; Thalmaier, 1996; Thalmaier and Wang, 1996). In
this section, we apply these methods to the Dirichlet heat semigroups via Theorem 3.1.
Suppose that Z =rV . Let 0(>0) be the rst Dirichlet eigenfunction of L. Then
Theorem 3.1 yields
pDt (x; y)=
0(x)
0(y)
e−0tp0t (x; y): (4.1)
This implies that
PDt u(x)=0(x)e
−0 tP0t
u
0
(x): (4.2)
Let
K(V; 0)= 12 supf−Ric(X; X ) + HessV+2 log 0 (X; X ): X 2TD; jX j=1g: (4.3)
We claim that K(V; 0)<1 when D is convex. Actually, since D is convex, hrXN; X i
6−cjX j2 for all X 2T@D and some constant c>0, where N is the inward unit normal
vector eld of @D. Then
Hesslog 0 (X; X )=
1
0

hrXr0; X i − jX0j
2
0

; X 2TD:
If X 2TxM for some x2 @D with hX; N i 6= 0, then
0hrXr0; X i − (X0)2 =−hX; N i2(N0)2<0:
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On the other hand, for X 2T@D with jX j=1, note that r0 = jr0jN and hN; X i=0,
we have
hrXr0; X i= jr0jhrXN; X i6−cjr0j:
Therefore, Hesslog 060 in a neighbourhood of @D in D.
Next, let xt solve the following SDE:
dxt =t  dBt +r(V=2 + log0)(xt) dt;
dt =Ht  dxt ; x0 = x; 02Ox(M): (4.4)
Then xt is a L0 -diusion process starting from x, which never exits D as was shown
in Section 2. Next, for any y2D, construct yt as follows:
dyt =	t 	−1Pxt ; ytt dBt +r(V=2 + log0)(yt) dt;
d	t =H	t  dyt; y0 =y; 	02Oy(M); (4.5)
where Pxt ; yt is the parallel displacement from xt to yt along the minimal geodesic.
Then yt is a L0 -diusion process starting from y. The couple (xt ; yt) is called the
coupling by parallel displacement. For this coupling, we have (see Wang, 1996a, b)
d(xt ; yt)6K(V; 0)(xt ; yt) dt:
This implies
(xt ; yt)6(x; y) eK(V;0)t ; t>0: (4.6)
For any x2D and v2TxD with jvj=1, let xr =exp[rv] for small r. Let (xt ; xrt ) be
coupled by parallel displacement with x0 = x; xr0 = x
r . Dene vt =(d=dr)xrt jr=0; t>0 as
given in Fleming (1982). Then
jvt j6lim
r−0
(xt ; xrt )
r
6eK(V;0)t ; t>0: (4.7)
Now, we are ready to prove the following result which is an analog of Elworthy{Li’s
derivative formula (see Elworthy and Li (1994) and Thalmaier (1996)).
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that D is convex. For any u2C( D) with ku−1kD :=
supD ju−1j<1, and any h2H[0; t] with h(0)= 0; h(t)= 1 and h0 bounded, we have
hrPDt u(x); vi = hr log0(x); viPDt u(x)
+0(x)e−0 tE
u
0
(xt)
Z t
0
hvsh0(s); s dBsi; t>0; v2TxM:
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that u2C1( D). Simply denote u= u=0.
By (4.2) we have
hrPDt u(x); vi= hr log0(x); viPDt u(x) + 0(x)e−0thrP0t u(x); vi: (4.8)
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For xed t>0, by (4.4) and Ito^’s formula,
dP0t−s u(xs)= hrP0t−s u(xs); s dBsi; s2 (0; t):
By integrating over s from 0 to t, we obtain
u(xt)=P
0
t u(x) +
Z t
0
hrP0t−s u(xs); s dBsi:
Since vs and rP0t−s u(xs) are bounded (see (4.9) below),
R t
0 hh0(s)vs; s dBsi andR t
0 hrP0t−s u(xs); s dBsi are martingales, it follows that
E u(xt)
Z t
0
hh0(s)vs; sdBsi = E
Z t
0
hrP0t−s u(xs); vsih0(s) ds
= E
Z t
0
h0(s) lim
r!0
1
r
[P0t−s u(x
r
s)− P0t−s u(xs)] ds
=
Z t
0
h0(s) lim
r!0
1
r
[P0t u(x
r)− P0t u(x)] ds
= hrP0t u(x); vi
Z t
0
h0(s) ds= hrP0t u(x); vi:
Here in the third step, we have used the fact that
1
r
jP0t−s u(xrs)− P0t−s u(xs)j6
(xs; xrs)
r
krP0t−s ukD6eK(V;0)tkr ukD; (4.9)
following (4.6) and the inequality jrP0t−s uj6eK(V;0)(t−s)P0t−sjr uj, see Bakry and
Ledoux (1996) and Wang (1996a, b). Now, the proof is completed by (4.8).
Remark. For general u2C( D), we have k(PDt u)=0kD<1 for t>0. Then,
Theorem 4.1 implies that
hrPDt+u(x); vi = hr log0(x); viPDt+ u(x)
+0(x)e−0 tE
PD u
0
(xt)
Z t
0
hvsh0(s); s dBsi; t; >0; v2TxM:
As Wang (1997), we can obtain gradient estimates of PDt u by using the above
derivative formula. Suppose that jvj=1. Take
h(s)=
K(V; 0)
1− e−K(V;0)t
Z s
0
e−K(V;0)r dr;
bs=
Z s
0
1
jvrh0(r)j hvrh
0(r); r dBri; s2 [0; t]:
Note that [bs; bs] = 1, then bs is an one-dimensional Brownian motion and hence
Ejbt j=
p
2t=. Recall that jvsj6eK(V;0)s and
R t
0 hvsh0(s); s dBsi is martingale, we have
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for any constant c,E u(xt)
Z t
0
hvsh0(s); s dBsi
 =
E( u(xt)− c)
Z t
0
hvsh0(s); s dBsi

6 k u− ckD K(V; 0)Ejbt j1− e−K(V;0)t
6
p
2tK(V; 0)p
(1− e−K(V;0)t)k u− ckD: (4.10)
In case of vs may be zero, we choose fvg such that (1 + )eK(V;0)s>jvsj> for
each >0 and v! v as ! 0. Dene bs with v replaced by v , we haveE u(xt)
Z t
0
hvsh0(s); s dBsi

6k u− ckD K(V; 0)(1 + )Ejbt j1− e−K(V;0)t + k ukDE

Z t
0
h(vs − vs)h0(s); s dBsi
 :
Then, we prove (4.10) by letting ! 0.
The following result is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1 and (4.10).
Corollary 4.2. Let u be as in Theorem 4:1, we have
jrPDt uj6jr log0jPDt u+ 0 e−0 t
p
2tK(V; 0)p
(1− e−K(V;0)t) infc2R k u− ckD:
On the other hand, we can study the gradient estimates of P0t by using coupling
directly, refer to Wang (1997). For example, let (xt ; yt) be the coupling by reection
(see Cranston 1991; Kendall 1986) of the L0 -diusion process, we have
d(xt ; yt)6
p
2 dbt + K(V; 0)(xt ; yt) dt; (4.11)
where bt is the Brownian motion on R. Denote by  the diameter of D and dene
f(r)=
Z r
0
e−K(V;0)s
2=2 ds
Z 
s
eK(V;0)t
2=s dt; r>0:
By (4.11) and Ito^’s formula, we have for any >0,
d[etf((xt ; yt))]6
p
2etf0((xt ; yt)) dbt − (1− f()) et dt:
Then
06Ex;y etf((xt^T ; yt^T ))6f((x; y))− (−1 − f())(Ex;y e(t^T ) − 1);
where T = infft>0: xt =ytg is the coupling time. This implies
Px;y(T>t)6(et − 1)−1Ex;y(eT − 1)6 f((x; y))
(1− f())(et − 1) ; <
1
f()
:
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From this we obtain
jrP0t u(x)j = limy!x
jP0t u(x)− P0t u(y)j
(x; y)
6 lim
y!x
Ex;yj u(xt)− u(yt)j
(x; y)
6 k ukD lim
y!x
Px;y(T>t)
(x; y)
6
k ukDf0(0)
(1− f())(et − 1) :
By combining this with (4.8), we prove the following result:
Theorem 4.3. Let u be as in Theorem 4.1, we have
jrPDt uj6jr log0jPDt u+
0k ukD
(1− f())(et − 1)e0t
Z 
0
eK(V;0)s
2=2 ds; <
1
f()
:
Now, we turn to study the heat kernels. By Theorem 4.1 and the proof of
Corollary 3.2, Elworthy and Li (1994) we have
hr logp0t ( ; y)(x); vi=E
Z t
0
hvsh0(s); s dBsi
 xt =y

: (4.12)
From this and (4:1) we derive the following Bismut’s-type formula for Dirichlet heat
kernels.
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that D is convex. Let v and h be as in Theorem 4.1, we have
hr logp0t ( ; y)(x); vi= hr log0(x); vi+ E
Z t
0
hvsh0(s); s dBsi
 xt =y

:
(4.13)
Finally, the following result says that the second term in the right-hand side of (4:13)
goes to zero as t!1:
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that D is convex. We have
lim
t!1r logp
D
t ( ; y)(x)=r log0(x); x; y2D:
Proof. Let (y) be as in Section 2, we have (y)<1 for each y2D since D is
convex. By Wang (1996a, b) [Theorem 5.1], there exists c(y)>0 such that
p0t (x; y)>c(y); t>1; x2D:
Next, since K(V; 0)<1; (Wang, 1997) (Theorem 4.4) says
krP0t ukD6kukDc0 e−t
for some c0; >0 and all t>1. Therefore, Theorem 4.3 follows from (4:1):
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5. Li{Yau’s-type Harnack inequality
This section is devoted to establishing the Li{Yau’s-type Harnack inequality for
Dirichlet heat semigroups. We use the method initiated by Li and Yau (1986) and
extended or rened by Davies (1989), Qian (1995), Setti (1992) and Yau (1995).
For simplicity, we assume that Z =0. It is easy to see that for any u2C2( D) with
uj@D=0; we have
 PtDu= PtDu=
@
@t
PtDu; (5.1)
where PtD=PD2t . Here, we introduce Pt
D so that we are able to use some results of
Davis (1989) directly, since the operator considered there is  rather than 12.
Suppose in addition that u>0 in D and inf @D jruj>0. Then there exists constant
c>0 such that u>c0. As Davies did in Davies (1989) for closed heat semigroups,
we let f(x; t)= log PtDu(x) and simply denote ft(x; t)= (@=@t)f(x; t); x2D, t>0. Let
F(x; t)= t(jrfj2−ft); >1. By (5:1) and the proof of (Lemma 5.3.2) Davis (1989).
we have
F − Ft + 2hrf;rFi+ t−1F>2td (jrfj
2 − ft)2 − 2tKkrfj2; (5.2)
where K = k(d− 1):
Lemma 5.1. Let  be as in Section 2 with (D)(0; 1]: Let F(x; t)=2(x)F(x; t),
we have
F(x; t)6
2d
2
f1 + c(; )tg; t>0; x2D; >1; (5.3)
where
c(; )= 2+

6 +
2d
− 1

krk2D +
K
− 1 :
Proof. For xed t>0; we need only to prove for the case that supD[0; t] F>0.
(a) Suppose that F has maximal point (x; s)2D  [0; t], then at this point,
 F60; r F =0 and Fs>0: (5.4)
Therefore,
rF =− 2F

r; −F>− 2F − 6F jr logj2: (5.5)
By substituting (5:4) and (5:5) into (5:2), we obtain
s−1F + 2F + 6jr logj2F + 2sK jrfj2
>
2s
d
(jrfj2 − fs)2 + 4hrf;r logiF: (5.6)
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Let jrfj2 = F for >0; then fs=(F=s)(s− 1). It follows from (5:6) that
s−1F + 2F + 6jr logj2F + 2sKF
>
2(s(− 1) + 1)2
d2s
F2 − 4pjr logjF3=2
>
2(s(− 1) + 1)2
d2s
F2 − 4(− 1)
2d
F2 − 
2jr logj2d
− 1 F
>
2(2s2(− 1)2 + 1)
d2s)
F2 − 
2jr logj2d
− 1 F:
Note that 61; we obtain
F 6
d2s
2(2s2(− 1)2 + 1)

1
s
+ 2+ 6krk2D + 2sK +
2dkrk2D
− 1

6
d2
2

1 +

2+

6 +
d2
− 1

krk2D +
K
− 1

t

;
where in the second step, we have used the inequality =(2s2( − 1)2 + 1)6
1=(2s(− 1)):
(b) If F has no maximal point in D  [0; t]; let F=2+F . Note that u>c0 and
PtD0 = 0 e−20t , we have
+2( PsDu)−26c−2 e40s(2=20);
which vanishes on @D. Hence, F has maximal point in D [0; t]. Now, by repeating
the procedure (a) for F and then letting ! 0, we prove (5:3):
Theorem 5.2. Let  and c(; ) be as in above. For x; y2D; let  : [0; l()]!D be a
smooth curve from x to y with jds=dsj=1; dene ()= inf  2. For any nonnegative
u2C( D); we have
PtDu(x)6 Pt+sDu(y)

t + s
t
d=2()
exp

l2()
4s
+
dc(; )s
2()

; t; s>0; >1:
Especially, if D is convex, one may take l()= (x; y) for  the minimal geodesic
from x to y.
Proof. Suppose that u2C2( D) with u>0 in D; uj@D=0; and inf @D jruj>0. By
Lemma 5.1 we have
F(x; t)6
2d
2()
f1 + c(; )tg; t>0; x2 ; >1: (5.7)
Then, the desired inequality follows from the proof of Theorem 5.3.5, Davies (1989). In
general, for u2C( D), choose fug such that for each >0; u satises the assumption
at the beginning of the proof, and moreover, kukD6kukD + 1 and u! u as ! 0.
So, Theorem 5.2 holds for each u and hence holds for u by letting ! 0:
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Remark. (1) For any o2D, take u(x)=pD (x; o), by applying Theorem 5.2 to u and
then letting ! 0; we obtain
pD2t(x; o)6p
D
2(t+s)(y; o)

t + s
t
d=2()
 exp

l2()
4s
+
dc(; )s
2()

; t; s>0; >1:
(2) When Z 6=0; let
K(Z)= supf−Ric(X; X ) +rZ(X; X ) + jZ j2 : X 2TD; jX j=1g:
Then (5:2) holds with ; K and d replaced respectively by + Z; K(Z) and d+1, see
Qian (1995) and Setti (1992). Hence, Theorem 5.2 holds with K and d replaced by
K(Z) and d+ 1; respectively.
6. Integration estimates of Dirichlet heat kernels
The purpose of this section is to estimate the integration of pDt . Recall that P
x(>t)=R
D p
D
t (x; y) dy for  the exit time from D of the L-diusion process, we need only to
study the distribution of .
Let 2C2( D) with >0 in D;j@D=0 and L>−  for some >0. We have
Ex(xt^)>(x)e−t ; t>0; x2D; (6.1)
where xt is the L-diusion process starting from x. On the other hand, Ex(xt^)6kkD
Px(>t) since =0 on @D. By (6:1) we obtain
Px(>t)>
(x)
kkD e
−t ; t>0; x2D: (6.2)
Especially, when Z =rV and =0,
Px(>t)>
0(x)
k0kD e
−0t ; t>0; x2D; (6.3)
which is sharp for long time.
The remainder of the section is devoted to the upper bound estimate of Px(>t).
For simplicity, we assume that D=B(o; R) for some o2M and R>0. As for general
D, one may choose a geodesic ball D0 which contains D, then Px(0>t)>Px(>t)
for 0 the exit time from D0.
Suppose that cut(o)\D= ; and the sectional curvatures in D are not larger than k 0.
Simply let (x)= (x; o); we have (see Chavel, 1984)
(x)>1((x)) :=
8>><
>>:
(d− 1)
p
k 0 cot[
p
k 0(x)] if k 0>0;
d−1
(x) if k
0=0;
(d− 1)p−k 0 coth[p−k 0(x)] if k 0<0; x2D:
Here, we need to assume that
p
k 0R<=2 when k 0>0.
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Next, let 2(r)= inf (x) = r Z(x), r 2 (0; R]. By Ito^’s formula,
d(xt)= dbt + L(xt) dt + dLt>dbt + 12(1 + 2)((xt)) dt; t<; (6.4)
where bt is an one-dimensional Brownian motion and Lt an increasing process which
increases only when xt =o.
Dene
G(r)=
Z r
0
exp

−
Z s
0
(1 + 2)

ds
Z s
0
exp
Z t
0
(1 + 2)

dt; r 2 [0; R]:
By (6:4) we have
dG((xt))>G0((xt)) dbt + 12dt; t<: (6.5)
Now, for any 2 (0; 1=2G(R)). We have
d[e
t G((xt))]= e
t G((xt))dt + e
t dG((xt))>e
t G0((xt)) dbt + 12e
t dt:
Then
G(R)Exe
>G((x)) +
Exe  − 1
2 
;
this implies
Ex e
6
1− 2 G((x))
1− 2 G(R) ; x2D: (6.6)
Now, we have proved the following result:
Theorem 6.1. Let D=B(o; R) and let G be dened as above. We have
Px(>t)6
1− 2 G((x))
1− 2 G(R) e
− t ; x2D; 2 (0; 1=2G(R)): (6.7)
Remark. (a) For Z =rV , by combining (6:3) with (6:7), we obtain
0>
1
2G(R)
; (6.8)
this is just the rst estimate in Theorem 1.2, Wang (1995).
(b) In general, if there exists G 2C2( D) with LG>1 in D, we have Ex6 supD G−
G(x) and
Ex e
6
1− G(x)
1−  supD G
(6.9)
for all x2D and >0 such that 1>  supD G.
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